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Land Acknowledgement
We respectfully acknowledge that the land in which we are
occupying is unceded and ancestral homelands of the
Beothuk and that the island of Newfoundland is the
homelands of the Mi’kmaq and Beothuk. We would also like
to recognize the Inuit of Nunatsiavut and NunatuKavut and
the Innu of Nitassinan as the original people of Labrador.
This acknowledgement is a commitment we practice in
action, striving for respectful relationships with all the
peoples across turtle island.

Eastern Edge Annual General Meeting Agenda
November 15th, 2020

Welcome, Land Acknowledgement
& Call for AGM to begin
Approval of the Agenda
Approval of the Minutes from the
2019 AGM (see below)
Chair of the Board Report
(Jenne Nolan)
Programming Report (Luke Quinton)
rOGUE Gallery Report (Graham Cox)
Treasurer's Report (Graham Cox)
Membership & Outreach Report
(Jonny Lush)

Human Resources Report (Nicole Boggan)
Director’s Report + HOLD FAST
(Daniel Rumbolt)
Bios of new prospective Board Members
BREAK - Vote for new members, coffee, etc.
(15 min)
Results of Board Election
Varia
Closing Remarks
Adjournment

Meeting Minutes 2019 EE AGM
Sunday, October 6, 2019, 1pm-3pm
-Enough people in attendance for quorum.

Board Report

-Approval to start AGM, all in favour.

-Devin begins with the Board report, including his
resignation.

-Approval of agenda, motioned started by Emily,
seconded by Rachel. All in favour.
-Daniel had an amendment to the minutes from last
year’s AGM:
- Jerry Evans’s name was spelled incorrectly.
-Approval of minutes from previous AGM
- Motion to approve by Jennifer Young, seconded by
Emily Pittman. All in favour.

-Devin reminds all present of the responsibilities of the
board, as well as the availability of sign up sheets in the
back. Devin placed emphasis on the need for fundraising
efforts going forward.
-volunteer engagement has been weaker in the past few
years.the back. Devin placed emphasis on the need for
fundraising efforts going forward.

Meeting Minutes 2019 EE AGM
Sunday, October 6, 2019, 1pm-3pm
Treasurer’s Report
-Graham begins the Treasurer’s Report and explains
the function of the report i.e. it reiterates what Devin
recapped
with
numbers/revenue/expenditures
attached.
-offers opportunity for questions and comments.Daniel adds that Philippa has made efforts to
diversify sources of income for the gallery.
-Graham reminds people of fundraising efforts,
tickets still available.

Rachel asks if the gallery has any investments? Philippa
explains that we need to be careful with accrued money in
our financial statements.
-Philippa explains that the Mary McDonald Foundation is
housed in EE but not part of EE. There’s an agreement that
EE cannot remove the money from the account without
the agreement of the directors of the MMF.
-Graham returns to fundraising activity recap, including 24
Hour Art Marathon, raffle and upcoming Fare and Square

Meeting Minutes 2019 EE AGM
Sunday, October 6, 2019, 1pm-3pm
Programming Report

Director’s Report

-Devin reads Matthew Hollett’s programming report,
as he is unable to attend the AGM.

-Land-based Residency

-Philippa adds that Emily Jan also returned for Hold
Fast 2019.
-Philippa reminds people that the call for
Programming is open, we are programmed up until
Fall 2020.
-Philippa adds that we do about 200 events a year,
including rentals and community partnerships.

-opportunities for emerging artists, but also established
artists such as Marlene Creates, through opportunity to
offer mentorship to more emerging artists.
-reminds folks that there will be an artist talk and
performance at Middle Cove featuring the artists from this
residency.
-International Atlantic Residency Exchange Program
ARTLINK connection

Meeting Minutes 2019 EE AGM
Sunday, October 6, 2019, 1pm-3pm
Hold Fast
-currently receives about $10,000 in funding.
-Hold Fast currently offered at the cost of EE and the
community, volunteers, and staff.-we want to
approve and evolve within fundraising constraints,
but it takes all community goodwill for the good year.
-because of the toll of HF, HF will partner with
Lawnya Vawnya--meaning another HF in May 2020.Mireille asks if it would be possible to do a similar
festival with special project funding from Canada
Council? Philippa and Daniel answer it would require
a strong commitment from Board and committees

-Additional funding for a curator in the plan for future
years-Anti-racist funding from Canadian Heritage, want to
partner with anti-racism NL to assess structural racism in
organization in 2020.
Finances
-EE wants to hire more independent curators but it is a
significant expense.
ArtsNL
-sustaining funding program
- only St. Michael’s and EE is funded through this stream,
in a good position.

Meeting Minutes 2019 EE AGM
Sunday, October 6, 2019, 1pm-3pm
Space
-Maintenance (e.g. repairs, painting and plastering,
replacing track lighting, etc) is costly, but EE has
gone without for so long. Investing in maintenance
elevates exhibitions.
Staffing
-maintaining three positions is vital, operations have
expanded significantly with the new space and we
do so many events
-Philippa announces that she will be going on
maternity leave and Daniel will step in as interim
director.

Nelson asks if there will be another programming assistant
to help Daniel? Philippa answers yes, there will be an
assistant director. Potential for the new programming
assistant to advance into that position but that is TBC.
-Michelle asks how positions are funded? Do we use JCP?
Are there age limitations? Just one of EE positions is JCP,
another is funded through Jobs NL. Easter Seals is
another funding source for staffing.
-The nature of the funding requires we shift the funding
around/hire new people, as can’t be used more than once
for the same person.

Meeting Minutes 2019 EE AGM
Sunday, October 6, 2019, 1pm-3pm
-Jennifer asks if there funding support to hire
newcomers (i.e. immigrant and refugee pops)?
Philippa states the Axis program has been used by
EE before, couldn’t use it this year because their
funding was not confirmed in time.
Prospective board members
-Jenne Nolan - Devin presents on her behalf as she is
unable to be here today.
-Shelby Millwater - Devin presents on Shelby’s
behalf, as she is located in Ottawa.
Both Jenne and Shelby have served on the Board for
some time.

New prospective board members present
themselves and their statement of interest:
-Presentation from Michelle LaCour
-Presentation from Luke Quintan
-Presentation from Rachel Webb
-Presentation from Jonny Lush

about

Results of Board election-Michelle, Luke, Rachel and
Jonny are all voted in.
Varia
Everyone thanks Devin!
Present gift on behalf of board and staff to Devin. Motion
to adjourn by Emily, seconded by Graham.
All in favour to adjourn.

Chair of the Board of Directors Report
by Jenne Nolan
My past two years on EE’s Board have been
extraordinary. I want to begin by saying how deeply
grateful I am for everyone I have had a chance to work
with and learn from over this two-year span. When I was
tapped by Devin Shears to join the Board and then by
Philippa Jones to chair our team, I leaned in with
enthusiasm. But when I agreed to saddle up, it was with
the caveat that I was not an artist myself but an activist
and ‘policy nerd.’ I mentioned that I was raised by an
artist and so I have a lifetime of art sector ‘credentials’
bred into me. I have watched my mother create artwork
of incredible value for what continues to be little to no
financial
remuneration.
And
so,
I
have
an
unapologetically political agenda when it comes to the
‘art world’ and I am endlessly fired up – like so many
artists affiliated with EE – and determined to see change.

Even before I joined EE’s Board, I was a *super fan* of
the Mary McDonald Foundation’s ART=WORK
campaign in that it supports building up more capacity
and resources in the arts sector. At EE, the end goal is
to establish ‘the conditions of care’ that will allow
artists to create for their communities while
surrounded by all the necessary/inhered supports.
Thankfully, Indigenous artists and arts orgs are
providing endless sources of knowledge and expertise
and have shared so many teachings on how to build
up the ‘conditions of care’ in arts organizations in the
region. Their leadership in this work is so important to
acknowledge. I should add that at EE, increasingly, our
arts advocacy is also grounded in the feminist
principle, that, if we don’t acknowledge the
reproductive labour done by human beings, there will
continue to be a very slender number of artists that can
‘afford’ to make art.

Chair of the Board of Directors Report
by Jenne Nolan
It’s tempting to rattle off a list of ‘despite all odds’
accomplishments that our artist-run-centre continues to
achieve in 2020 while ‘white-knuckling-it’ through this
horrible roller coaster pandemic. Trying to interpret each
other’s levels of strength/wellness through our
phones/screens continues to be a daily challenge. But I
want our community to know that our team and our
Board took up the new/additional work slammed onto
our plates, immediately and with confidence and
gentleness and grace. Our Board hasn’t missed a beat, it
continued to meet monthly via social media and thanks
in large part to Daniel’s fierce determination, we
managed to stretch our resources as ‘FARR.’
We
continue to offer support to artists in a strength-based
manner that builds spaces for them to connect and
mentor each other via all manner of ‘social distanced’
multimedia innovation.

Our staff opened the gallery space back up as soon as
it was established that it was safe to do so and we are
so grateful for their dedication.
When I look back on the past six months, I’m especially
proud of Charlotte, Anna and Rachel for demonstrating
such humility and imagination. These women are
finding ways to demystify what is taking place at EE
and broaden EE’s outreach - and its exciting to see
them in action. Along side these multi-talented
staff/artists, I think it is also important to acknowledge,
that in our sector, we still have so much more work to
do to ensure our small but mighty staff are paid a living
wage. We need to make sure that our arts
organizations, as we flex ambitiously to take on every
brand of partnership and project, are supporting staff
with contracts that are stable enough to foster their
learning and development as arts administrators.

Chair of the Board of Directors Report
by Jenne Nolan
Behind the scenes, at the Board level, we are determined
to build up EE’s capacity to offer our tiny staff a living
wage. Addressing this kind of internal capacity, one of
the top items on EE’s growing list of feminist and antiracist actionable plans for 2020-2021. If we want our
staff to flourish as artists and lean into their potential as
empowered administrators, we need our funders to take
a strength/relationship-based approach and tangibly
invest in our development of these human resources.

This includes leveraging our resources much more
strategically within community. To say that 2020 has
been a year of collective education and reckoning –
feels like an awkward understatement. Safe to say, this
is not a clever ‘re-branding’ exercise, instead we are
working to build capacity to create a healthy culture of
ongoing ‘check-ins’ that support accountability and a
means of ongoing evaluation of any/all equity
initiatives.

What I hope will be increasingly apparent, is that we are
starting to take what might be described as EE’s ‘equity
mandate’ in real life with actual action items. EE’s Board,
this past year, has been focussed on attempting to begin
to address racism, specifically, and to begin to build
credible equity policies into every tier of our
organization.

Addressing racism in a manner that is concrete and
sustained has been at the heart of all of our work over
the past year. There isn’t a member of our Board who
isn’t working, in some capacity, to identify how/where
power is held and figure out credible ways of
redistributing it - both within/outside the organization.

Chair of the Board of Directors Report
by Jenne Nolan
Most weekends and evenings have been spent
researching, consulting with partner organizations and
writing grant proposals with the goal of transparently
and accountably remunerating BIPOC artists for what we
acknowledge - has been and will be - their work and
leadership on this front (along with the corollary
emotional labour). EE’s anti-racist work needs to centre
those with lived experience of racism - if the goal is to
build this artist-run centre with a healthy and proactive
anti-racist workplace culture.
Currently, despite our best efforts to lobby government,
there are obvious barriers to artists with the current level
of support EE provides. Through sustaining funding we
offer professional fees in accordance with the CARFAC’s
rates/ schedule, however, while we offer a stipend, we
are unable to fully cover travel, accommodations and

the childcare support that would adequately address
all the financial costs incurred by the artists we
program. This disproportionately affects those from
underserved/under-resourced
communities.
This
prevents entire groups of artists from applying to EE to
begin with. This disparity was highlighted, once again,
this past year, by BIPOC artists studying at several of
the province’s art programs as international students.
Also, poignantly, these barriers were experienced firsthand by a group of a migrant workers in St. John’s who
painstakingly applied for a tiny pot of funding in 2019 to collaborate on a photovoice project - but found the
funding strictures insurmountable. All this to say, there
is so much work to be done, across the sector, and
much of it relates to EE doing a better job at
advocating alongside our sustaining funders for
increased investment in our centre - to ensure we can
fully support the needs of all our artists.

Chair of the Board of Directors Report
by Jenne Nolan
As an ‘Artist Run Centre’ we are governed by artists – but
this year we have begun to disaggregate our internal
data and evaluate ‘which artists?’ We are more than
determined not only to ‘welcome’ BIPOC artists - but
inspire their invested effort and ownership as leaders
within our organization. We will continue to endeavour
to further diversify our leadership - with the goal of
dismantling, what we acknowledge, contributes to the
inherent systemic racism within arts organisations
throughout the region.
We are making some inroads. EE’s calendar, once based
primarily on back-to-back solo exhibitions now includes
community engaged artist residencies and festivals,
encouraging collaboration and furthering conversations
within the community.

Artists are offered a unique platform to amplify
community concerns. Art is a powerful form of
advocacy. Seeing yourself reflected within the arts is
affirming and life-altering and everyone deserves this
experience. From every conceivable corner and at
every level, we refuse to let the artists that so inspire us
- be rendered invisible.
As an Artist Run Centre, we program yearly through an
annual call for submissions from artists. This ensures
that our programming is current and responsive to the
socio-political and cultural landscape. Artists are
selected by peer assessors, which is consistent with
our mandate, and we prioritise this careful
adjudication. That said, we are aware that this process
does not engage those artists who might not yet
consider themselves part of our network or work
outside of the ‘art world’.

Chair of the Board of Directors Report
by Jenne Nolan
The work ahead includes finding creative ways to
address this and by reworking our selection process.

There is literally nothing that a bunch of artists and arts
organizations can’t figure out together.

We are at the epicentre of an actual storm of art talent
here at EE and there is no end to what we could achieve
with more internal capacity. There are so many reasons,
despite the pandemic, to be ambitious. For example, the
art researched and shown at EE is rich with anti-racist
content and when our artist’s performances and exhibits
receive relevant and appropriate online promotion – EE
is poised to be a regional leader in anti-racist social
media content generation.

Oh dear, Daniel asked me to write three paragraphs I’m fired!
Join EE’s Board.
Join EE’s committees.
Join the ART=WORK movement.
Thank you everyone for all your WORK.

Programming Committee Report
by Luke Quinton
Members for 2019-2020 include: Devin Shears, Diana
Chisholm,Faune Ybarra, Jenne Nolan, John Weber, Lily
Taylor, Luke Quinton, Jason Penney,Sarah O'RourkeWhelan, Kym Greeley

Members of Eastern Edge’s Programming Committee put
in many hours of Zoom meetings in the early, most critical
days of the 2020 COVID-19 Pandemic. I’ll be honest, it
was not easy to coordinate this. Committee members
assisted Eastern Edge to launch several new virtual
residencies and virtual programs, including:
FARR Residencies — Residencies for six (6) artists,
designed to be done remotely, through social media and
a blog on the EE website for each artist. Artists include:
Evelyn Roitner & Tangiene Martin-O’Hara, Shawn
O’Hagan & Karen Ann Pink, Emily Critch & Alex Antle.

Artist-led Zoom talks and dance parties, a drag show,
and makers’ nights. Artists who had previously
scheduled residencies and FARR Residencies, showed
remarkable resilience by connecting with viewers,
readers, and listeners via Instagram, Zoom, Facebook,
and the EE website. Including Faune Ybarra, Drew Pardy,
Ashley Hemmings, Emily Critch, and more to come.
Call for New Arts Writers. A writer’s committee (Shawn
O’Hagan, Rachel Moore, Luke Quinton) sorted through a
healthy number of applicants. It was a very difficult
balance to choose strong emerging writers who hadn’t
done much previous arts writing, with writers who had
almost too much experience for this particular call. We
chose Flora May, Terry Doyle, and Andrea McGuire.

Programming Committee Report
by Luke Quinton
Ongoing:
Regularly scheduled residencies and gallery exhibits
were chosen for upcoming years. These were chosen in
December 2019, with members poring over dozens and
dozens of applications from across Canada. Next round
of submissions are due November 29, 2020.
International Atlantic Residency Exchange (Artlink) is
an exciting cultural exchange in partnership with Arts
Council Ireland Visual Arts, Arts Grant Award 2019 and
Donegal County Council, which is sending an artist from
Newfoundland/Labrador to Donegal County, Ireland,
and receiving an artist from Ireland here. EE
Programming reviewed numerous submissions and
voted artist Michael Flaherty (Port Union), as our first
choice to send to Ireland, and voted to receive visual
artist Cliodhna Timoney, from Ireland.

Unfortunately this exchange is currently on hold, with
hopes the exchange will happen once the global pandemic
has subsided.
I think members of the Programming Committee would
acknowledge that this has not been a straightforward, easy
year for staff, trying to work in the midst of a global
pandemic. Daniel, as Interim Director, has worked hard to
invent new programming out of thin air, on new and
different platforms, while ensuring that artists could
continue to get paid for their work in a difficult time. Staff
innovated, using videos to connect directly to members,
artists, and an audience unable to visit the gallery for
openings in person. Thank you to Charlotte, Anna, and
Rachel for rolling with these unusual circumstances,
and a special thanks to Daniel for your dedication and
hard work this year!

Rogue Committee Report
by Graham Cox
In the past year the Rogue Gallery had solo shows by
Jude Benoit (Diary of a e’pite’ji’j: hypervigilant love)
and Emily Hayes (Inbetween), and the group show
Each for Equal, which featured the work of 8
emerging artists from Newfoundland and Labrador.
Eastern Edge is in the process of reenvisioning the
Rogue gallery, in order to most benefit the emerging
artists whose work is shown there. As initial steps
toward this goal, we increased the fee paid to each
artist (from $300 to $400), and have assigned an
emerging arts writer to write a response to each
upcoming show. The art writers are paid professional
fees ( $200 for a text up to 400 words).

The 2020/2021 Rogue selection committee consisted
of Lesley Burgess, Graham Cox, Emily Hayes, Shawn
O’Hagan and Drew Pardy, facilitated by staff members
Charlotte May Hobden and Anna Murphy. The
committee reviewed a large number of applications,
considering work for both in-person and virtual
exhibitions, ultimately selecting three artists to show
work in the gallery. As a part of the New Art Writers
program, three emerging writers were chosen (by a
separate committee) to write about these shows.
The first of these, Infestation, by Georgia Dawkins, is
currently installed in the Rogue Gallery, and has been
written about by Terry Doyle. The two upcoming
shows, by Lily Taylor and Molly Margaret, will be
written about by Andrea McGuire and Flora May,
respectively.

Treasurer’s Report
by Graham Cox
From a financial perspective 2019/2020 was an
excellent year for Eastern Edge, with continued
growth in funding and programming. Approximately
$58,000 was paid in artist fees (including speaker,
writer and curator fees). Fees associated with the
residency program, now in its second year,
accounted for nearly half this amount. When director
Philippa Jones went on maternity leave, the gallery
was able to top up her salary for the entire duration of
her leave (12 months), a level of support not seen in
many workplaces.
The COVID-19 pandemic presented a variety of
interesting challenges to Eastern Edge, with many
residencies and exhibitions being postponed.

From a financial perspective, this was mostly felt
through the lack of fundraising opportunities (bar
sales, venue rental, etc.) due to the impossibility of inperson events. However, this loss of fundraising
revenue was offset by a $23,800 grant from the
Canada Council Emergency Support Fund (a special
fund created in May, 2020, to aid organizations
impacted by the pandemic). Moreover, the gallery
received a $40,000 Canadian Emergency Business
Account (CEBA) loan from the Government of Canada.
We do not anticipate needing this money during the
upcoming year, so it is not included in the projected
budget below. However, if $30,000 is repaid by
December 31, 2022, the remaining $10,000 will be
forgiven, at which point it will be added to the budget

Treasurer’s Report
by Graham Cox
The gallery also received a $42,000 capital grant from the City of St.
John’s, which will be used to improve accessibility of the gallery and
studio spaces, and $10,000 from the MUN Public Engagement
Accelerator Fund, which is being used to develop new anti-racism
policies for Eastern Edge and other NL arts organizations. In summary,
the financial position of the gallery remains stable, and we are able to
continue supporting and paying artists, providing many opportunities
for them to create and show their work, even in such uncertain times.

Treasurer’s Report
by Graham Cox

Membership and Outreach
by Jonny Lush

Given the nature of 2020, the membership and outreach committee did
not have the benefit of being able to organize a lot of in-person events and
programming. With that in mind we decided to focus our mandate on
reforming the way Eastern Edge provides for its members and how/who
we are reaching out to in the community. Early in the year Charlotte and
the EE staff put together a survey which was sent out to members (past
and present) which provided valuable insights into the wants and needs of
our membership. A major issue raised by those who partook in the survey
was accessibility to the wider community, especially those outside the
core of the downtown arts community.

Membership and Outreach
by Jonny Lush

With this in mind we are working on expanding our outreach through
partnerships with outside organizations and offering services at our events
such as interpreters for the hard of hearing and childcare. We hope that this
can help us expand our accessibility to those who may not otherwise be able
to attend events in the future. We also rolled over our membership for an
additional 6 months. Despite covid restrictions EE did manage to organize
many events, some in person, some via zoom such as: our member show, 24
hour art marathon, artist talks, cooperation with Riddle Fence and Lawnya
Vawnya and more. We recently organized a Town Hall with a panel of local
BIPOC artists who discussed how we can go forward into the future with an
anti-racist framework and vision. This session will have major impacts on how
we as a committee think about our outreach and will help shape the future of
EE.

Human Resources Committee Report
by Nicole Boggan
Over the past year, there have been many changes
with regards to HR at Eastern Edge. From adapting to
working remotely under COVID-19 restrictions, to
hiring for new positions and established staff taking
on new roles and responsibilities, Eastern Edge
employees have risen to every challenge the past
year has presented. The Board of Directors would like
to commend staff for all their hard work and tireless
efforts in bringing Eastern Edge’s mission and goals
to fruition.

and Rachel Gilbert as Outreach Coordinator. Over the
past few months, they have been instrumental in
facilitating and presenting much of the digital content
and experiences that helped Eastern Edge retain its
connection to the community when we could not
come together in physical space. We would like to
thank them for their flexibility and adaptability over the
past few months, as the year has brought a very
different working experience at Eastern Edge than we
anticipated.

We were happy to continue our relationship with
both Easter Seals and Canada Summer Jobs, which
partially funded three of our current positions. With
these funds, we employed Charlotte May Hobden
and Anna Murphy as Program Coordinators

In the coming year, we plan to put together a hiring
committee to ensure that Eastern Edge’s hiring policies
remain equitable and that our organizational makeup
reflects the community we represent. In addition to
this, we aim to develop more policies to address
equitable hiring practices.

Human Resources Committee Report
by Nicole Boggan
As a feminist organization, it is imperative that our
organization addresses systemic inequities and
works to improve the conditions of our workers.
Expectant parents are often in the position of
experiencing significant slashes to their finances at
the moment when they require income the most. As
well, in a world that is increasingly reliant on
contract work, this financial stress is compounded
by uncertainty with regards to contract renewal and
extension when it comes time to return to work. As
such, the Eastern Edge Board allocated funds to top
up the maternity leave benefits for our Executive
Director Philippa Jones. Inspired by the progressive
policies of the Centre for Art Tapes in Halifax, the
HR committee determined that Eastern Edge is
currently in a place where this was a financially
viable option.

All too often, arts organizations experience ebbs and flows in
funding based on environmental and political changes.
Consequently, we have elected to address situations such as this
on a case-by-case basis rather than cementing our commitment
in policy, should the financial landscape change for NL arts
organizations in the future. That said, we hope that providing a
top-up inspires other organizations to take the same inventory of
their finances and do what they can to support the expectant
parents who keep our arts sector running. We would also like to
offer heartfelt congratulations to Philippa on the birth of her
daughter Leila!

Human Resources Committee Report
by Nicole Boggan
While Philippa took time away from Eastern Edge, we were also happy to
have Daniel Rumbolt step into the position of Interim Director in her
absence. Daniel has been working at Eastern Edge for nearly five years and
has been an essential driver of the changes and growth the organization has
experienced during this time. He has the vital organizational knowledge it
took to maintain organizational continuity and steer the organization ahead
in a time of unprecedented change and uncertainty. We would like to offer
sincere gratitude to Daniel for all of his invaluable work and enthusiasm over
the past year, as well as his ability to adapt to the unexpected challenges
presented. There was no doubt that Eastern Edge would be in good hands
under his leadership.

Directors Report
by Daniel Rumbolt
Since our last AGM in November 2019, a lot has certainly happened. We rounded off
Fall 2019 with resident artists who had travelled from outside of the province, and a
full slate of exhibitions, residencies, and events planned for 2020. We had recently
submitted an application for capital funds from the City of St. John’s, and submitted
an application to the Anti-Racism Action Program through Canadian Heritage at the
very beginning of the new year. January and February came and went relatively
seamlessly, with exhibitions by Michelle MacKinnon in the Main Gallery, Emily Hayes
in the rOGUE, and The Each for Equal Group exhibtion in the rOGUE , organized by
Jennifer Young. As wll as several artists in residence through January and February
including Kate Lahey, Amery Sandford, David Carriere, and Melanie Colosimo. We
also briefly welcomed Carmella Gray-Cosgrove as the inaugural Riddle Fence Writer
in Residence.
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Directors Report
by Daniel Rumbolt
Our Executive Director, Philippa Jones, began maternity towards
the end of February and I began working in the role of Interim
Director. We began the hiring and interview process for a third staff
person at EE to work with Charlotte and I, and within two weeks we
entered lockdown due to COVID-19. Anna Murphy’s first day at
work was via Skype, and we knew then and there that this year
wasn’t going to go quite as planned! However, it wasn’t necessarily
a bad thing.
The EE team worked from home for four months, from mid-March to
mid-July. We kept in touch via emails and instant messenger, and
spent several hours a day meeting via Zoom to keep each other in
the loop. This was new for everyone, but Anna had the added layer
of needing to learn a new role, in a new organization, with new
people. I’m very proud of the work we managed during the
lockdown, which included:

Directors Report
by Daniel Rumbolt
Contacting every programmed artist in 2020 to organize either remote adaptations of their residencies, or to
postpone into the next calendar year.
Shifting HOLD FAST Festival to the Fall to align with the shift of Lawnya Vawnya.
Securing funding through Easter Seals to subsidize Anna’s position at EE.
Submitting an application to Canada Summer Jobs (initially requested a summer contract, was successful but was
ultimately postponed until the Fall), and submitting final reports for our Cultural Economic Development Program
(CEDP) and ArtsNL Special Project grants.
Working very frequently with the board and programming committee to develop new programs to support the artists
in NL by providing them with EE’s platforms and paying presentation fees.
Facilitating public and remotely-accessible community events to strengthen and build connections between artists
across the province.
Reaching out to local artists to find ways we could provide modest fiscal support for ongoing performances and
activities.
Developing a survey for our membership to better understand what works, what EE could improve on, etc.
Creating and launching a call for new art writers to respond to upcoming exhibitions in the rOGUE.
Aiding in the creation of a collective statement supporting Black Lives Matter and anti-racism initiatives within our
organizations and communities, supported by over 25 NL arts organizations.

Directors Report
by Daniel Rumbolt
Which brought us to July, when we were
comfortable returning to EE in order to work
and get back into a “normal” routine. We
were able to install Pam Hall & Jerry Evan’s
The Middle River in August, and even had a
small opening ‘reception’ via Facebook Live.
Adapting our usual events to be both in
person (in small groups) and remote has
been challenging, but we hope to
implement what we learn in all future events
to make EE programming more accessible.

PROGRAMMING

Since March, EE has programmed the following:
Three residencies that were programmed pre-COVID and adapted by
the artists to be online: Faune Ybarra, Drew Pardy, and Ashley
Hemmings
Six additional residencies as part of the FARR Program (Flexible,
Adaptable, Remote, & Responsive): Evelyn Roitner, Tangiene MartinO’Hara, Karen Ann Pink, Shawn O’Hagan, Alex Antle, Emily Critch
Over 30 free, remotely accessible public events including: maker’s
nights, artist talks, community conversations, workshops, and
tutorials.
Two Main Gallery exhibitions: The Middle River and our Annual
Members’ Exhibition.
One rOGUE exhibition: Georgia Dawkins’ INFESTATION.
HOLD FAST Festival + The 24 Hour Art Marathon, albeit a more
minimal version to lead up to HOLD FAST 2021 (however minimal a
24 hour art marathon can be).
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FINANCES

Full details can be found in the Treasurer’s report, but highlights include:
Paid artist fees to over 30 individual artists.
Received $42,000 from the City of St. John’s Capital Funds in order to improve accessibility of our space. We will be
leveling the floor in the hallway, adding grab bars to bathrooms making the main entrance to the building push-button
operated, and replacing the gallery doors in the hall with glass doors (also button operated).
Applied for increased funds from the Betty Averbach Foundation to continue the FARR Program in 2021 and offer a
more robust funding package, including funds to compensate artists for their time researching and creating their
artwork during the residency.
Developed (spearheaded by Anna and supported by the fundraising committee) a case for support for EE and several
fundraising strategies in order to pursue corporate sponsorship in the future.
Partnering with Riddle Fence, The Craft Council of NL, Lawnya Vawnya, and with City of St. John’s to commission 4
artists to paint a series of murals to pay homage to essential workers of NL. Each artist is painting a 4 x 8 foot mural,
and will receive a $4000 artist fee in addition to all materials and shipping costs being covered.
Continue to disperse payments from the EE Accessibility Fund, which is a small pot of money given to artists or
members who travel within the province to attend arts-related events.
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STAFFING

Charlotte May Hobden (BFA) has been working with EE
to develop and implement programming since
November 2019. In March 2020, Anna Murphy (iBBA)
was hired to help with programming in a similar and
complementary role to Charlotte’s responsibilities. Both
have been working very hard, particularly in the face of
everything that has happened since the beginning of
this year. In September 2020, we used funding through
the Canada Summer Jobs program to hire Rachel
Gilbert (BFA) as an Outreach Coordinator. Rachel has
had experience in galleries such as The Rooms, and
nonprofits such as St. Michael’s Printshop. We are
currently exploring opportunities to extend the limited
contract that CSJ provides.

Our staff have been participating in several professional
development opportunities such as webinars on digital
platforms for arts programming and the Art Support NL
program offered through Business and Arts NL. I also sit
on the Board of Directors for the Association of Artistrun Centres from the Atlantic (AARCA), the Atlantic
Provinces Art Gallery Association (APAGA), Canadian
Artists Representation (CARFAC) and Visual Artists of
Newfoundland and Labrador (VANL). Each of these
organizations have met regularly and provided
additional insight into the methods and strategies other
like organizations have implemented throughout the
pandemic, and this network has even strengthened
through the past few months with frequent check-ins
and thematic conversations with our memberships.
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In March 2021, Philippa Jones will return as the
Executive Director of EE. Prior to that, we will develop a
new budget and revisit roles and responsibilities within
the organization. Currently, all contracts are secured
until the beginning of the fiscal year which is April 2021.
Project Funds will be a priority during the first few
months of 2021. The current sustaining funds we
receive are not sufficient to allow the necessary growth
and development of positions within the organization these operating funds, without wage subsidy programs,
only offer 2 full-time staff positions. Project funds would
allow for additional staff to be hired at rates above the
current living wage in NL. Ultimately, it is an
organizational goal to surpass (at minimum) this wage
at every level of hiring.

LOOKING FORWARD

The past few months and moving forward, EE will be aiding
and facilitating community programming that directly
addresses barriers and inequities within our organization,
and the cultural sector as a whole. Anti-racism must be at
the forefront of our vision, and needs to be reflected in all
aspects of our organization - from hiring, to committees, to
board members, to programming, to partnerships, to our
policies and procedures, and more.
Building at first from the collective statement released this
past Summer, we will be working with community
organizations that are leading the way in both developing
anti-racism frameworks, and promoting cultural diversity
within our province such as ARC-NL, BLM-NL, First Light,
and the ANC.
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A primary step in this work was to begin this cultural diversity training
for both our staff and board, which was facilitated by First Light and
made possible because of funding from AARCA, which was applied for
collaboratively with St. Michael’s Printshop and Union House Arts.

A recent Town Hall brought together
community members for an important first
step of what will be a larger conversation,
leading to and building into action items and
concrete changes within our organizations.
EE currently has funds through the MUN
Public Engagement Accelerator Fund which
will support the initial stages of these
community
events
and
organizational
development, and additional funds will be
applied to in order to keep the momentum
going and ensure this becomes a sustainable
part of our organization.

